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The need for risk-adjusted PMPMs: Fee-for-service creates complexity in billing for practices, incentivizes increased volume of services, and ties payment to delivery of specific covered services. Prospective payments, most often in the form of a PMPM, grant flexibility to practices in designing care to best meet patient needs. Risk adjustment matches payment to patient need. Without risk adjustment, prospective payments will be insufficient for patients with higher needs.

What are key features of successful risk-adjusted PMPMs?
- Total amount: The current amount invested in primary care is inadequate. To advance primary care, change is needed not only in the type of payment but also the overall amount. Current spending estimates on primary care in the U.S. range from 2.12%-7.7% of the total cost of care, depending on the population studied and definitions used. Evidence from other countries and across states suggests better outcomes with a higher proportion of the total cost of care directed toward primary care; based on this evidence, experts recommend 10-12% of the total cost of care be invested into primary care.
- Proportion of PMPM vs FFS: Simulations suggest that more than 63% of practice payment would need to be capitated to enable care transformation. Moving slowly to this target may feel more manageable to some practices but will delay the ability to make significant changes.
- Level of risk: Capitated payments for primary care services (as compared to all outpatient services or the total cost of care) keep the financial risk to clinicians more manageable than prior iterations of capitation.
- Social risk adjustment: Studies show that including individual and community-level measures of social risk improve the predictions of risk models. Most currently used methods of risk adjustment do not capture this.
- Change in payment at the level of the practice: Many managed care organizations or accountable care organizations receive a PMPM but continue to pay primary care practices via FFS, limiting change potential and creating conflicting incentives.

Where have global payments for integrated behavioral health been implemented successfully in the past?
- CPC+ includes a risk-adjusted care management PMPM – both Track 1 and Track 2 practices (though it was not a requirement for Track 1) made progress in the first year of the program integrating behavioral health.
• In a Colorado pilot comparing 3 primary care practices with usual care to 3 matched primary care practices receiving a lump sum prospective payment to finance integrated care, public payers observed $1 million net savings (covering 9,042 patients) through reductions in downstream utilization.\textsuperscript{11}

• South Central Foundation in Anchorage has been cited as an exemplary primary care medical home with integrated behavioral health. They are financed through a variety of sources but have been able to use funds flexibly primarily through Indian Health Services annual block grants which cover approximately 45% of their expenses.\textsuperscript{12}

What are key considerations related to BHI in the design of primary care PMPMs?
• Some experts have voiced concerns that behavioral health funding could be “crowded out” by physical health needs in a global primary care PMPM - but specific incentives for BHI and care coordination can help prevent this. Linking payment to outcomes also creates an inherent incentive for integrated care. Funding to address the social determinants of health similarly should be addressed in a global primary care PMPM with considerations for specific incentives or requirements.

• One Colorado study of 11 practices found that ongoing expenses for integrated care average $4.58 PMPM ($40 PMPM when repurposed existing resources were taken into account) and start up expenses average $20,788 ($44,076 if repurposed existing resources taken into account).\textsuperscript{13}
  o There should be caution in using an average amount as the expected funding necessary: there was a large range of expenses observed, varying based on the practice’s prior work in practice transformation (e.g. if they already had team-based care, a well functioning EHR in place) and the length of time it took to integrate (in addition to extent of prior practice transformation work, this was also significantly impacted by staff turnover of integrated care champions or behavioral health providers).

What are key considerations around the use of pay for performance and measurement in designing primary care and integrated behavioral health alternative payment models?
• General points
  o Most evidence on P4P suggests increased administrative burden (to both providers and payers) with only modest return on investment and some concerns about other unintended consequences on patient care (e.g., use of access measures leading to decreases in continuity).\textsuperscript{14 15 16} Applying financial incentives for external motivation can also compromise providers’ intrinsic motivation.\textsuperscript{17}
  o It is important to keep in mind what the goal of care transformation is and how that applies to measurement. The aim of integrated care is to provide fundamentally better care for people. Measuring the desired outcomes of better care implies the need for different kinds of measures that examine care
more broadly, such as through assessing comprehensiveness of care (including behavioral health care), what proportion of the target population is reached by a tool or intervention, and collecting patient perspectives on their care and health as a whole (see below for examples).

- There is a need for further measure development related to prevention, pediatric behavioral health, and patient goal-directed metrics.
- When examining return on investment of behavioral health integration, the impacts in pediatrics occur much farther downstream and thus can be difficult to capture without having a longer time frame.
- Outside of depression measures, most behavioral health clinical quality measures are not well integrated into EHRs and lack adequate reporting mechanisms.

### Measures to consider
- Measurement of the key pillars of primary care (comprehensiveness, continuity, coordination, and first contact). Examples: claims based measures of comprehensiveness\(^{18} 19\) and continuity.\(^{20}\)
- Practice level measures of advanced primary care capabilities and infrastructure and processes for integrating behavioral health. Example: Practice Integration Profile.\(^{21} 22\)
- Measures of access. Example: CAHPS questions- In the last 12 months, when you needed counseling or treatment right away, how often did you see someone as soon as you wanted? (As above, would keep in mind that incentivizing access has the potential to negatively impact continuity of care).
- Patient reported measures of overall functioning. Example: Outcomes Rating Scale, health-related quality of life
- Patient reported measures of the therapeutic relationship with clinicians and practices. Example: Session Rating Scale, Green Center patient-reported primary care measure.\(^{23}\) (Note that the patient-reported primary care measure is in the process of becoming an NQF approved measure).
- REACH - this measures to what extent an intervention or tool reaches the target population. (Level 1 REACH, what proportion of the target population was screened; Level 2 REACH, what proportion of the positive screens had a full assessment; Level 3, what proportion of positive full assessments received appropriate services). REACH will be highly variable based on practice selection of the target population to screen (which could vary from patients with a specific comorbidity to whole clinic)\(^{24}\); as such, it is not a measure that lends itself to comparisons across practices. Instead, percentage improvement in REACH to a threshold rather than a specific target could be examined, or it could be recognized if a practice is measuring and monitoring REACH and incorporating this into their QI work.
Clinical quality measures. While they have some utility, these have been overemphasized in programs and tend to be disease-oriented rather than whole person oriented. Metrics related to weight management, unhealthy alcohol use, smoking, and exercise counseling can tie measurement to prevention. When using disease-oriented measures, a focus on validated measures for the most common chronic diseases (diabetes, hypertension, depression, and anxiety) is reasonable though does not capture the work of primary care comprehensively.

How can multipayer alignment be encouraged?

- General points
  - For alternative payment models to be successful, multipayer alignment is necessary. This implies participation of governmental, commercial, and employer-based payers.
  - State-led efforts to align payers for demonstration projects have had some success but continue to encounter barriers, including issues with antitrust and commercial plans not having the flexibility to vary from guidance or programs set by their national leadership.
  - Even within demonstration projects that have had some success with alignment, there is significant variation between payers in terms of what is provided as a PMPM.

- Possible policy levers
  - Consider government (state and federal) convening of payers with assurance of antitrust protections.\(^{25}\)
  - Consider how congressional action might better enable regulatory levers through Divisions of Insurance.

Should global payments for the integration of primary care into specialty mental health settings similar to the certified community behavioral health clinics (CCBHCs) program be scaled?

- Outcome evaluations of the CCBHC model are pending, but preliminary data suggests clinics have improved access and done significant care transformation – enabled by prospective payment.\(^{26}\)
- Expansion of this model to other behavioral health clinics that meet (or commit to meeting) similar requirements for provision of comprehensive, accessible, and coordinated services would be appropriate.
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